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Abstract—A test suite is indispensable for conducting effective
fault localization, and has two classes of tests: passing tests
and failing tests. However, in practice, passing tests heavily
outnumber failing tests regarding a fault, leading to failing tests
being a minority class in contrast to passing tests. Previous work
has empirically shown that the lack of failing tests regarding a
fault leads to a class-balanced test suite, which tends to hamper
fault localization effectiveness.

To address this issue, we propose MSGen: a Model-domain
Synthesized Failing Test Generation approach. MSGen utilizes
the widely used information model of fault localization (i.e., an
abstraction of the execution information and test results of a
test suite), and uses the minimum variability of the minority
feature space to create new synthesized model-domain failing
test samples (i.e., synthesized vectors with failing labels defined
as the information model) for fault localization. In contrast
to traditional test generation directly from the input domain,
MSGen seeks to synthesize failing test samples from the model
domain. We apply MSGen to 12 state-of-the-art localization
approaches and also compare MSGen to 2 representative data
optimization approaches. The experimental results show that our
synthesized test generation approach significantly improves fault
localization effectiveness with up to 51.22%.

Index Terms—fault localization; synthesized test generation;
model domain; suspiciousness

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to reduce the software debugging cost [1], re-

searchers have developed many fault localization techniques

to provide the assistance in seeking the positions of the faults

in the program (e.g., [2]–[8]). Among them, spectrum-based

fault localization (SBFL) [9], [10] and deep-learning-based

fault localization (DLFL) [11]–[14] are the two of the most

popular ones showing promising results [15], [16].
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Fig. 1. A typical fault localization process of SBFL and DLFL.

Given a faulty program P containing a fault, Fig. 1 shows

a typical process of SBFL and DLFL as follows:

∗Yan Lei is the corresponding author.

Execution of input-domain tests. They require a collection

of input-domain tests to construct a test suite T , and execute

T on the program P . An input-domain test consists of specific

value(s) of the input domain of the program P and the

expected output.

Construction of model-domain test samples. Then, they

collect and abstract the coverage information (i.e., a statement

executed or not executed) and test result (i.e., passing or

failing) of each input-domain test as a model-domain test

sample. All model-domain test samples form an information

model (usually denoted as a matrix) [10], [11], [17], [18]

for fault localization algorithms. Specifically, a model-domain

test sample is a vector of the information model domain

representing the coverage information (i.e., executed or not
executed) of each statement and the test result (i.e., passing
or failing) of an input-domain test (see Section II-A for more

detail).

Suspiciousness evaluation. Finally, based on the informa-

tion model (i.e., model-domain tests), they use an evalua-

tion algorithm (e.g., SBFL using statistical correlation coef-

ficients [10], [16] or DLFL using neural networks [11], [19])

to evaluate the suspiciousness of each statement (or other

program elements) of being faulty and rank all the statements

in descending of suspiciousness.

The test suite T is a vital component to initiate the fault

localization process, and has two classes of input-domain

tests with a distinct feature: failing tests and passing ones.

As shown in Fig. 1, the state-of-the-art fault localization

techniques usually use either statistical correlation coefficients

(e.g., SBFL) or neural networks (e.g., DLFL) and thus require

an adequate number of tests, including passing ones and failing

ones. However, regarding a fault, the number of failing tests is

usually much fewer than passing tests in practice, leading to a

class imbalanced problem which may pose a threat to fault

localization effectiveness. Therefore, the prior studies [20],

[21] have evaluated the impact of class imbalance in a test

suite on fault localization, and their results have shown that

class imbalance hampers fault localization effectiveness.

Regarding a fault, it is difficult to generate failing tests

directly from the input domain [22]–[27] because (1) those

inputs causing program failures via this fault generally account
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for a very small portion of the input domain, and (2) their dis-

tribution is usually sporadic and even random. Thus, although

researchers have spent much effort in generating tests for fault

localization, the existing test generation approaches (e.g., [20],

[28], [29]) rarely generate failing tests for fault localization,

but instead, they optimize or generate passing tests for fault

localization. Even worse, the existing studies [12], [21], [30]–

[32] have found that regarding a fault, failing tests are al-

ways beneficial for fault localization and the class imbalance

problem will jeopardize fault localization due to a bias to

passing tests. Therefore, there is an urgent need to tackle

the class imbalance problem for improving fault localization

effectiveness.

Since generating failing test cases directly from the input

domain is difficult, we seek a different perspective to address

the class imbalance problem. As shown in Fig. 1, fault local-

ization usually abstracts the statement coverage and test results

of all input-domain tests into an information model [10], [11]

(i.e., model-domain test samples) to represent the program

behavior. In other words, a model-domain test sample is

composed of the coverage of each statement (i.e., executed
or not executed) and the test results (i.e., passing or failing),

and thus we can treat the statements and the test results

as features and labels in the machine learning domain. In

machine learning, data synthesis is a commonly used solution

to the problem of class-imbalanced data [33], and many studies

(e.g., [34]–[37]) have shown that creating synthesized minority

class samples can improve the accuracy of the models. Inspired

by data synthesis, we intend to create new synthesized model-

domain failing test samples by extracting and keeping common

features (i.e., specific statements) from existing model-domain

failing test samples in information model domain. We expect

the synthesized model-domain failing test samples could help

to improve the effectiveness of SBFL and DLFL.

Based on the above observation, we propose MSGen: a

Model-domain Synthesized Failing Test Generation approach

using the minimum variability of the failing class feature space

(i.e., preserving the common features) to synthesize model-

domain failing test samples (i.e., vectors with failing labels)

for improving fault localization. MSGen adopts the widely

used information model [10] in fault localization, where a

vector records the execution information and test result of an

input-domain test showing that what statements are executed
(or not executed) by the test with a passing (or failing)

result (see Section II-A for more detail). Inspired by data

synthesis techniques [37], MSGen utilizes the existing model-

domain failing test samples to create new synthesized model-

domain failing test ones by covering the minimum suspicious

set. Specifically, for a vector of a model-domain failing test

sample, MSGen computes its nearest neighbor from existing

model-domain failing test samples, and their intersection (i.e.,
common features) covers those statements executed by all

failing tests (i.e., minimum suspicious set [30]). For preserving

the common features, MSGen only varies the subtraction (i.e.,
difference) of the model-domain failing test sample from its

nearest neighbor to produce a new synthesized model-domain

failing test sample (i.e., a new vector from the information

model with a failing label). Thus, the new synthesized model-

domain failing test sample covers minimum suspicious set and

should be beneficial for improving fault localization. Finally,

MSGen iteratively creates model-domain failing test samples

until obtaining a balanced test suite, where model-domain

failing test samples and model-domain passing test ones have

the same size in the information model as shown in Fig. 2.

In comparison to traditional test generation from the input

domain, model-domain synthesized failing test generation is

easier to synthesize new failing vectors from the model domain

and does not need the execution of a test to fix its result label.

Thus, a synthesized model-domain failing test sample does not

necessarily correspond to a real piece of data from the input

domain to execute such a path denoted by the model-domain

test sample.

To evaluate our approach, we apply MSGen to 12 state-

of-the-art fault localization approaches [9], [11]–[16] and

compare MSGen with two representative data optimization ap-

proaches [21], [38]. The large-scale empirical study on 14 real-

life programs shows that MSGen significantly outperforms

the 12 localization approaches and two data optimization

approaches in terms of fault localization effectiveness.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as:

• We propose a fresh perspective of producing synthesized

test samples from the model domain, rather than gener-

ating real tests from the input domain, to improve the

accuracy of fault localization algorithms.

• We propose a model-domain synthesized failing test

generation approach using the minimum variability of

the failing class feature space to synthesize new model-

domain failing test samples for fault localization.

• We conduct an experimental study on 14 large real-life

programs, showing that MSGen is effective to improve

fault localization.

The structure of the rest paper is organized as follows.

Section II introduces the background on fault localization.

Section III describes our model-domain synthesized failing test

generation approach MSGen. Section IV presents our large-

scale empirical study. Section VI summarizes related work and

Section VII concludes.

II. BACKGROUND

This section will introduce the widely used information

model in fault localization, and the 12 state-of-the-art fault

localization approaches used in the experiments.

A. Information Model

Fig. 2. The definition of the information model.
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Fault localization usually defines an information model,

i.e., a representation of the coverage information and test

results of a test suite (i.e., a set of input-domain tests) on

a faulty program, to provide the information for initiating

and executing localization algorithms to locate faults. In fault

localization, the widely used information model is program

spectra model [10].

Fig. 2 shows the definition of program spectra model.

Specifically, given a program P with N statements, it is

executed by a test suite T with M input-domain tests, i.e.,
T = {tinput1 , tinput2 , ..., tinputM } (see Fig. 2). Here, an input-

domain test tinputi is defined as follows:

An input-domain test tinputi : a test input (i.e., test data

from input domain), a test oracle (i.e., expected output )

and others.

We execute each input-domain test to collect its coverage

information (executed or unexecuted statements) and check

the output against its test oracle (passing or failing test

result). Fault localization techniques define and construct a

model-domain test sample to represent the statement coverage

information and test result of each input-domain test. Here, a

model-domain test sample tmodel
i is defined as follows:

A model-domain test sample tmodel
i : a vector with (N +

1) elements denoted as [xi1, xi2, ..., xiN , ei], recording the

coverage information of each statement and the test result

of the input-domain test tinputi .

Where, the element xij=1 means that the statement j is

executed by the input-domain test tinputi , and xij=0 oth-

erwise. The element ei equals to 1 if the input-domain

test tinputi failed, and 0 otherwise. The M elements of ei
(i ∈ {1, 2..,M}) are usually denoted as an error vector

e = [e1, e2, ..., eM ], i ∈ {1, 2..,M}.

The M model-domain test samples form the information

model (i.e., a M×(N+1) matrix) recording the coverage infor-

mation (executed or unexecuted) of each statement in the test

suite T, and the test results (i.e., passing or failing) of each

input-domain test. Thus, an information model is defined as

follows:

An information model: an M×(N+1) matrix, where the

i-th row is the model-domain test sample tmodel
i =

[xi1, xi2, ..., xiN , ei].

Based on the information model, fault localization designs

the localization algorithms (e.g., neural networks [11], [13]–

[15], [19] and statistical correlation coefficients [10], [16]) to

evaluate the suspiciousness of each statement being faulty.

B. Deep-Learning-based Fault Localization
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Fig. 3. The architecture of Deep-Learning-based fault localization.

Deep-learning-based fault localization (DLFL) utilizes the

promising learning ability [39]–[43] of a neural network to

learn a fault localization model to evaluate the suspiciousness

of each statement being faulty. Among these DLFL techniques,

MLP-FL [19], CNN-FL [11], BiLSTM-FL [12], FLUCCS [14]

and DeepFL [13] are the representative and effective ones.

For simplicity, we will depict two DLFL localization (i.e.,
MLP-FL and CNN-FL) approaches as the representative.

Fig. 3 shows their architecture: one input layer, deep leaning

components, several hidden layers, and one output layer. In

the input layer, DLFL takes the information model defined

in Fig. 2 as input, i.e., h rows of the matrix M×N and

its corresponding error vector are used as an input. In deep

learning components, there may be convolution layers, pooling

layers or fully connected layers. After that, there may be

some hidden layers. CNN-FL and MLP-FL use convolutional

neural network and multi-layer perceptron for deep learning

components respectively. In the output layer, the models use

sigmoid function [11] because values sent into a sigmoid
function will be 0 to 1. Each element in the result vector

of the sigmoid function has difference with the corresponding

element of the target vector. Back propagation algorithm is

used to fine-tune the parameters of the model, and the goal is

to minimize the difference between training result y and error

vector e. The network is trained iteratively.

The training process will learn a trained model, reflecting

the complex nonlinear relationship between the statement

coverage and test results. Finally, the model constructs a set

of virtual tests as the testing input to measure the association

of each statement with test results. Since each virtual test

only covers one statement, each time the model inputs one

virtual test to the network and the output is the estimation

of the probability of causing a failure by only executing the

statement. Thus, the estimation is the suspiciousness of a

statement of being faulty.

C. Spectrum-based Fault Localization

Spectrum-based Fault Localization (SBFL) [10] also uses

the information model in Fig. 2, and defines the following

four variables.

anp(sj) = |{i|xij = 0 ∧ ei = 0}|, anf (sj) = |{i|xij = 0 ∧ ei = 1}|
aep(sj) = |{i|xij = 1 ∧ ei = 0}|, aef (sj) = |{i|xij = 1 ∧ ei = 1}| (1)

Eq. 1 shows the computation of anp, anf , aep, and aef
for the statement j (i.e., sj), denoting the number of pass-

ing/failing tests in which the statement was/wasn’t executed1.

With the four variables for each statement, SBFL defines

many suspiciousness evaluation formulas to evaluate the sus-

piciousness of each statement being faulty. Researchers have

conducted both theoretical [9], [44] and empirical [16] analysis

on finding the optimal SBFL formulas, i.e., ER1’, ER5, GP02,

GP03, GP19, Dstar and Ochiai.

1If the values of the elements of a vector are a decimal number, the meaning
of the four variables are slightly different (e.g., [17], [18]).
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III. SYNTHESIZED TEST GENERATION

A. Overview
We propose MSGen to synthesize model-domain failing test

samples (i.e., synthesized vectors with failing labels) from the

model domain, rather than from the input domain, to improve

fault localization. A synthesized model-domain failing test

sample is a vector with a failing label and the same structure

of the information model defined in Fig. 2. In other words, its

elements and failing label correspond to the definition of xij

and ei in Fig. 2, respectively.

Data synthesis The previous research [30] has identified the

data covering the features of all failing tests (i.e., minimum

suspicious set) are beneficial (or safe) for fault localization.

The minimum suspicious set is defined as the set of these

statements executed by all failing tests. It is intuitive that a

faulty statement should be executed to cause a failure and

the faulty statement should be in the minimum suspicious

set. Fault localization will increase the suspiciousness of the

faulty statement if the faulty statement is in those vectors

with a failing label. Since these new vectors produced by

covering the minimum suspicious set should include the faulty

statement, fixing the failing label to those vectors is beneficial

for increasing the suspiciousness of the faulty statement.
Thus, MSGen seeks to use the information of existing

model-domain failing test samples (i.e., those vectors with a

failing label) to synthesize new failing vectors covering the

minimum suspicious set for fault localization. Specifically, for

each model-domain failing test sample, MSGen uses synthetic

minority over-sampling technique [45] to synthesize its k
nearest neighbors from the other model-domain failing test

samples, where the nearest neighbor is also a model-domain

failing test sample. Thus, the intersection (i.e., common fea-

tures) of the model-domain failing test sample and its nearest

neighbors covers the minimum suspicious set. To preserve

the common features, MSGen computes the subtraction (i.e.,
difference) of the model-domain failing test sample from its

nearest vector to generate a new vector. Since the new vector

covers the common features, MSGen takes the new vector as

a new model-domain failing test sample and adds the new

synthesized model-domain failing sample into the original

information model.

Data quantity MSGen should identify the amount of syn-

thesized model-domain failing test samples to be created.

Many studies have found that a class-balanced test suite is

useful for fault localization [12], [21], and algorithms with

balanced data should generally surpass those with imbalanced

data in performance [31], [32]. Therefore, MSGen produces

synthesized model-domain failing test samples until we obtain

a balanced test suite, in which the number of model-domain

passing test samples and model-domain failing test ones are

the same. It means that the vectors with a failing label have

the same number of those vectors with a passing label.

B. Methodology
Algorithm 1 depicts the algorithm of MSGen. Suppose that

there are at least 2 failing test cases in the original test suite.

Algorithm 1 The MSGen Algorithm

Input: The matrix of the original test suite, TOrig; The

number of nearest neighbors, k;

Output: The matrix of the new test suite, TNew.

1: TNew=TOrig;

2: TOrigF=getFailingTests(TOrig);

3: Pnum=getNumberofPassingTests(TOrig);

4: Fnum=getNumberofFailingTests(TOrig;

5: for i = 1; i <= Fnum; i++ do
6: Compute k nearest neighbors for TorigF [i] from

the set of the other model-domain failing test samples

(i.e., TorigF − TorigF [i]), and save the indices in the

nnarray[i].
7: end for
8: FNewnum = Pnum− Fnum;

9: index = 1;

10: for i = 1; i <= FNewnum; i++ do
11: if index%(Fnum+ 1) == 0 then
12: index = 1;

13: end if
14: Choose a random number between 1 and k, call it

nn. This step chooses one of the k nearest neighbors of

TOrigF [index].
15: tnearest = TOrigF [nnarray[index][nn]];
16: tnew = TOrigF [index] + rand(0, 1) ∗ |tnearest −

TOrigF [index]|;
17: Fix a failing label to tnew.

18: add(TNew,tnew);

19: index++;

20: end for
21: return TNew;

For the input and output of Algorithm 1, the matrix of a

test suite is the information model (i.e., model-domain test

samples) defined in Fig. 2, showing the statement coverage

and test results. Line 1-4 initialize TNew (i.e., the output),

TOrigF (i.e., the original model-domain failing test samples),

Pnum and Fnum (i.e., the number of model-domain passing

and failing test samples from the original test suite).

To cover the minimum suspicious set, lines 5-7 compute the

k-nearest neighbors of each model-domain failing test sam-

ple. Specifically, for each model-domain failing test sample

denoted as a vector in Fig. 2, MSGen calculates its Euclidean

distance [45] to all the other model-domain failing test samples

and selects k model-domain failing test samples with the

shortest Euclidean distance as its k-nearest neighbors. We can

observe that a model-domain failing test sample and its nearest

neighbors are the model-domain failing test samples from the

original test suite, and the minimum suspicious set is defined

as the set of these statements executed by all model-domain

failing test samples from the original test suite. Thus, the

model-domain failing test sample and its nearest neighbors

cover the minimum suspicious set.

Lines 8-20 repeat the production of new synthesized model-

domain failing test samples until the model-domain failing test
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SUBJECT PROGRAMS.

Program Description Versions KLOC Test Coverage Type

chart JFreeChart 26 96 2205 59% Real

math Apache Commons Math 106 85 3602 78% Real

lang Apache commons-lang 65 22 2245 26% Real

closure Closure Compiler 133 90 7927 77% Real

mockito Framework for unit tests 38 6 1075 71% Real

time Joda-Time 27 53 4130 75% Real

python General-purpose language 8 407 355 16% Real

gzip Data compression 5 491 12 39% Real

libtiff Image processing 12 77 78 59% Real

space ADL interpreter 38 6.1 13585 100% Real

nanoxml v1 XML parser 7 5.4 206 76% Seeded

nanoxml v2 XML parser 7 5.7 206 72% Seeded

nanoxml v3 XML parser 10 8.4 206 78% Seeded

nanoxml v5 XML parser 7 8.8 206 78% Seeded

samples have the same number as the model-domain passing

test samples. For each iteration, MSGen selects a neighbor

from the k nearest neighbors of the model-domain failing test

sample TOrigF [index], and uses the neighbor to synthesize a

new model-domain failing test sample by using the equation at

Line 16. The equation at the Line 16 uses the subtraction (i.e.,
difference) of TOrigF [index] from its selected neighbor to

synthesize a new model-domain failing test sample. It means

that the new synthesized model-domain failing test sample

covers the minimum suspicious set since TOrigF [index]
and its neighbor are both model-domain failing test samples

from original test suite and the minimum suspicious set is

the intersection of all model-domain failing test samples.

Thus, MSGen fixes a failing label to the synthesized new

model-domain test sample at Line 17. Note that MSGen

does not care whether there exists data from input domain

corresponding to those synthesized model-domain failing test

samples (i.e., synthesized vectors with a failing label). For a

synthesized model-domain failing test sample, it requires no

actual execution and we may not have a real piece of data

from input domain to execute such path denoted by the model-

domain failing test sample. As a reminder, if there is only one

failing test case, we clone the failing test case repeatedly until

the failing test cases have the same number as the passing

ones.

Finally, MSGen feeds the new matrix (i.e., TNew) with the

same size of model-domain failing test samples and model-

domain passing test ones for fault localization. DLFL and

SBFL take as input the new matrix and conduct the evaluation

of the suspiciousness of each statement being faulty. They

output a ranking list of all statements in descending order of

suspiciousness.

IV. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

A. Experimental Setup

Benchmarks The experiments choose the subject programs

fro the three reasons: (1) they are the widely used large-sized

programs (e.g., [1], [10]–[13], [16]) in fault localization; (2)

they are large-sized programs at least more than 5 KLOC;

(3) they are easy to be acquired for enabling comparable and

reproducible studies. Table I summarizes the characteristics

of the subject programs, listing functional description, the

number of faulty versions, the number of thousand lines of

statements, the number of test cases of the test suite, the

statement coverage of the test suite, and the type of the faults.

The first six programs (i.e., chart, math, lang,closure,mockito,

and time) are from Defects4J2. The python, gzip and libtiff are

collected from ManyBugs3. The space and the four separated

releases of nanoxml are acquired from the SIR4.

Baselines Prior studies [9], [16], [44] have conducted

theoretical [9], [44] and empirical analysis [16] on finding

the optimal SBFL formulas, i.e., Ochiai, ER5, GP02, GP03,

Dstar, GP19 and ER1’. Furthermore, the recent results [11]–

[14] on DLFL have identified five representative and effective

ones, i.e., MLP-FL, CNN-FL, BiLSTM-FL, FLUCCS and

DeepFL. Therefore, the experiments use the 12 state-of-the-

art fault localization approaches as the baselines to evaluate

the effectiveness in two scenarios: using our approach MSGen

and without using it. Furthermore, we utilize 2 representative

and effective data optimization approaches [12], [21], [38]

(denoted as undersampling and resampling) for improving

fault localization, where one [38] uses undersampling by

removing the majority class samples and the other one [12],

[21] utilizes resampling by replicating minority class. As a

reminder, since the prior study [30] has shown that a test

with a higher overlap with minimal suspiscious statements

is more beneficial for fault localization, the resampling used

by our study generates tests covering all minimal suspicious

statements.

For seven SBFL techniques, we implement them based on

the widely used SBFL source code GZoltar5; for five DLFL

techniques, we implement them based on the source code from

the previous studies [11]–[15].

Environment The physical environment of the experiments

is on a computer containing a CPU of Intel I5-2640 with 128G

physical memory, and two 12G GPUs of NVIDIA TITAN X

Pascal. The operating system is Ubuntu 16.04.3. We conducted

the experiments on the MATLAB R2016b.

B. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate fault localization effectiveness, we adopt

four widely used metrics: Top-N [2], Mean Average Rank
(MAR) [13], Mean First Rank (MFR) [13], and Relative
Improvement (RImp) [46]–[48].

Top-N It denotes the percentage of faults located within the

first N position of a ranked list of all statements in descending

order of suspiciousness returned by a localization approach.

Mean Average Rank (MAR) It is the mean of the average

rank of all faults using a localization approach.

Mean First Rank (MFR) For a fault with multiple faulty

statements, locating the first one is critical since the others

may be located after that. MFR is the mean of the first faulty

statement’s rank of all faults using a localization approach.

Relative Improvement (RImp) It is to compare the total

number of statements that need to be examined to find all

2Defects4J, http://defects4j.org
3ManyBugs, http://repairbenchmarks.cs.umass.edu/ManyBugs/
4SIR, http://sir.unl.edu/portal/index.php
5https://gzoltar.com/
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faults using a fault localization approach with MSGen versus

the number that need to be examined by using the one without

MSGen or with a different data optimization approach.

C. Localization with MSGen versus without MSGen
TABLE II

Top-N, MAR AND MFR COMPARISON OF MSGEN OVER THE 12 FAULT

LOCALIZATION APPROACHES.

Comparison top-1 top-5 top-10 top-20 MFR MAR
MLP-FL 0% 2.1% 3.1% 12.4% 213 352

MLP-FL(MSGen) 1.6% 5.7% 11.9% 19.1% 194 337
CNN-FL 1.6% 3.1% 8.2% 18.0% 179 263

CNN-FL(MSGen) 1.6% 9.3% 16.5% 26.3% 122 248
BiLSTM-FL 0% 1.6% 3.1% 10.8% 235 412

BiLSTM-FL(MSGen) 0% 3.6% 9.3% 17.0% 207 369
DeepFL 1.6% 4.1% 9.3% 21.1% 188 271

DeepFL(MSGen) 1.6% 9.3% 17.0% 25.8% 131 239
FLUCCS 0% 6.2% 9.3% 17.0% 193 321

FLUCCS(MSGen) 1.6% 9.3% 17.0% 25.8% 159 288
ER5 0% 6.2% 12.4% 20.6% 247 421

ER5(MSGen) 0% 7.7% 14.4% 27.3% 215 384
GP02 1.6% 15.5% 20.6% 37.1% 263 545

GP02(MSGen) 2.6% 17.0% 23.2% 40.7% 221 476
GP03 3.1% 11.3% 12.4% 19.1% 217 363

GP03(MSGen) 3.1% 15.5% 18.0% 21.1% 197 326
Dstar 3.1% 20.1% 26.3% 40.2% 241 357

Dstar(MSGen) 3.6% 23.2% 31.4% 46.9% 219 317
ER1’ 3.1% 18.6% 26.3% 38.7% 242 371

ER1’(MSGen) 3.6% 22.2% 28.9% 41.2% 221 335
GP19 3.1% 9.3% 15.5% 24.2% 253 391

GP19(MSGen) 3.1% 11.9% 22.2% 27.3% 231 365
Ochiai 1.6% 20.1% 24.2% 34.5% 215 363

Ochiai(MSGen) 2.6% 22.2% 29.4% 38.7% 187 289

Top-N, MFR, and MAR The experiments use Top-N (i.e.,
N=1, 5, 10, 20), MAR, MFR to compare MSGen with the 12

fault localization approaches. Table II presents the distribution

among 12 fault localization approaches. As shown in Table II,

MSGen achieves higher Top-N values and lower MFR and

MAR values compared to all 12 fault localization approaches.

It means that MSGen shows promising best localization effec-

tiveness in all scenarios in comparison to the 12 baselines.

(a) RImp on fault localization approaches.

(b) RImp on subject programs.
Fig. 4. RImp comparison of MSGen over the 12 localization approaches.

RImp distribution For a detailed improvement, we adopt

RImp to evaluate MSGen. Fig. 4 shows the RImp scores of

using MSGen in two cases: the RImp on 12 fault localization

approaches in Fig. 4(a) and the RImp on 14 subject programs

in Fig. 4(b).

As shown in Fig. 4(a), the RImp score is less than 100%

in all fault localization approaches, meaning that MSGen

improves the effectiveness of all the fault localization ap-

proaches. Take MLP-FL as an example. The RImp score is

67.17%, meaning that MSGen needs to examine 67.17% of

the statements that MLP-FL needs to examine for locating

all faults of all the 14 subject programs. In other words,

MSGen obtains a saving of 33.83% (100%-67.17%=33.83%)

over MLP-FL. We can observe that MSGen obtains RImp
scores ranging from 48.78% in GP03 to 95.68% in Dstar. It

means that MSGen gets a maximum saving of 51.22% (100%-

48.78%=51.22%) in GP03 and the minimum saving is 4.32%

(100%-95.68%=4.32%) in Dstar to locate all faults of the 14

programs.

As shown in Fig. 4(b), the RImp score is less than 100% on

all programs, meaning that MSGen obtains the improvements

on all the programs. The RImp score ranges from 56.74%

on math to 97.19% on libtiff. It means that MSGen obtains a

maximum saving of 43.26% (100%-56.74%=43.26%) on math
and a minimum saving of 2.81% (100%-97.19%=2.81%) on

libtiff.
Overall, MSGen obtains an average saving of 22.68% over

the 12 fault localization approaches on all 14 programs,

showing that MSGen is effective to improve fault localization.

Statistical comparison To investigate whether the difference

between the baselines and MSGen is statistically significant,

we adopt Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Test [49] with a Bonfer-

roni correction [50]. The experiments performed 12 paired

Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank tests between MSGen and each of the

12 localization approaches by using ranks as the pairs of

measurements F(x) and G(y). Each test uses both the 2-tailed

and 1-tailed checking at the σ level of 0.05. Specifically, given

a localization technique FL1, we use the list of ranks of FL1

using MSGen in all faulty versions of all programs as the list of

measurements of F(x), while the list of measurements of G(y)

is the list of ranks of FL1 without MSGen in all faulty versions

of all programs. Hence, in the 2-tailed test, FL1 using MSGen

has SIMILAR effectiveness as FL1 when H0 is accepted at the

significant level of 0.05. And in the 1-tailed test (right), FL1

using MSGen has WORSE effectiveness than FL1 when H1 is

accepted at the significant level of 0.05. Finally, in the 1-tailed

test (left), FL1 using MSGen has BETTER effectiveness than

FL1 when H1 is accepted at the significant level of 0.05.

Table III summarizes the statistical results on this rela-

tionship in two cases: the comparison of MSGen over each

fault localization approaches in all 14 subject programs and

the comparison of MSGen over each program in all 12 fault

localization approaches. Take MLP-FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL

and gzip(MSGen) vs gzip as the examples. In case of MLP-

FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL, after applying MSGen to MLP-

FL, MSGen obtains 14 BETTER results on 14 out of 14

(14/14=100%) subject programs, 0 (0/14=0%) SIMILAR, and

0(0/14=%) WORSE results. In case of gzip(MSGen) vs gzip,
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TABLE III
WILCOXON-SIGNED-RANK TEST OF THE EFFECTIVENESS RELATIONSHIP

OF MSGEN OVER 12 FAULT LOCALIZATION APPROACHES.

Comparison on fault localization approaches Result Comparison on fault localization approaches Result

MLP-FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL
BETTER 14(100%)

CNN-FL(MSGen) vs CNN-FL
BETTER 12(85.7%)

SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 2(14.3%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

BiLSTM-FL(MSGen) vs BiLSTM-FL
BETTER 13(92.9%)

DeepFL(MSGen) vs DeepFL
BETTER 11(78.6%)

SIMILAR 1(7.1%) SIMILAR 3(21.4%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

FLUCCS(MSGen) vs FLUCCS
BETTER 12(85.7%)

ER5(MSGen) vs ER5
BETTER 7(50%)

SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 7(50%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

GP02(MSGen) vs GP02
BETTER 7(50%)

GP03(MSGen) vs GP03
BETTER 8(57.1%)

SIMILAR 7(50%) SIMILAR 6(42.9%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

Dstar(MSGen) vs Dstar
BETTER 6(42.9%)

ER1’(MSGen) vs ER1’
BETTER 5(35.7%)

SIMILAR 8(57.1%) SIMILAR 9(64.3%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

GP19(MSGen) vs GP19
BETTER 8(57.1%)

Ochiai(MSGen) vs Ochiai
BETTER 6(42.9%)

SIMILAR 6(42.9%) SIMILAR 8(57.1%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

Comparison on subject programs Result Comparison on subject programs Result

gzip(MSGen) vs gzip
BETTER 7(58.3%)

libtiff(MSGen) vs libtiff
BETTER 5(41.7%)

SIMILAR 5(41.7%) SIMILAR 7(58.3%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

lang(MSGen) vs lang
BETTER 5(41.7%)

closure(MSGen) vs closure
BETTER 6(50%)

SIMILAR 7(58.3%) SIMILAR 6(50%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

python(MSGen) vs python
BETTER 3(25%)

space(MSGen) vs space
BETTER 9(75%)

SIMILAR 9(75%) SIMILAR 3(25%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

chart(MSGen) vs chart
BETTER 8(66.7%)

math(MSGen) vs math
BETTER 10(83.3%)

SIMILAR 4(36.4%) SIMILAR 2(16.7%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

mockito(MSGen) vs mockito
BETTER 11(91.67%)

time(MSGen) vs time
BETTER 7(58.3%)

SIMILAR 1(8.3%) SIMILAR 5(41.7%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v1(MSGen) vs nanoxml v1
BETTER 8(66.7%)

nanoxml v2(MSGen) vs nanoxml v2
BETTER 9(75%)

SIMILAR 4(36.4%) SIMILAR 3(25%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v3(MSGen) vs nanoxml v3
BETTER 7(58.3%)

nanoxml v5(MSGen) vs nanoxml v5
BETTER 9(75%)

SIMILAR 5(41.7%) SIMILAR 3(25%)
WORSE 0(0%) WORSE 0(0%)

when locating the faults of the program gzip, MSGen obtains 7

BETTER results on 7 out of 12 (7/12=58.3%) fault localization

approaches, 5 SIMILAR results on 5 out of 12 (5/12=41.7%)

localization approaches, and 0 (0/0=0%) results.

As shown in Table III, overall, MSGen has 213 BET-

TER results (213/336= 63.39%), 123 SIMILAR results

(123/336=36.61%), and no WORSE result.

Efficiency Based on the existing model-domain failing test

samples, MSGen produces new synthesized failing test sam-

ples, and we need to evaluate its time cost. Table IV presents

the time of producing model-domain failing test samples. As

shown in Table IV, MSGen consumes an average of 3.62

seconds, leading to low overhead.

Thus, based on all the results and analysis, we can safely

conclude that MSGen significantly improves localization ef-

fectiveness, showing that producing synthesized test samples

from the information mode domain is potential to improve

fault localization.

D. MSGen versus Data Optimization Approaches

Top-N, MFR, and MAR The experiments use Top-N (i.e.,
N=1, 5, 10, 20), MAR, MFR to compare MSGen with the

two data optimization approaches (i.e., undersampling and

resampling). Table V presents the distribution among the

two optimization approaches. As shown in Table V, MSGen

achieves higher Top-N values and lower MFR and MAR values

compared to the two data optimization approaches. It means

that MSGen shows promising best localization effectiveness

in all scenarios in comparison to the two data optimization

approaches.

TABLE IV
TIME COST OF PRODUCING SYNTHESIZED MODEL-DOMAIN FAILING TEST

SAMPLES.
chart math lang closure mockito time python
4.62s 3.13s 3.1s 6.75s 1.52s 5.09s 8.19s
gzip libtiff space nanoxml v1 nanoxml v2 nanoxml v3 nanoxml v5
8.26s 5.46s 1.17s 0.89s 0.97s 0.74s 0.82s

TABLE V
Top-N, MAR AND MFR COMPARISON OF MSGEN OVER THE TWO DATA

OPTIMIZATION APPROACHES.

Comparison top-1 top-5 top-10 top-20 MFR MAR
MLP-FL(undersampling) 0% 1.6% 3.1% 10.8% 225 386

MLP-FL(resampling) 1.6.% 4.1% 9.3% 18.0% 211 344
MLP-FL(MSGen) 1.6% 5.7% 11.9% 19.1% 194 337

CNN-FL(undersampling) 0% 2% 6% 17% 185 273
CNN-FL(resampling) 1.6% 8.2% 15.5% 25.8% 131 257

CNN-FL(MSGen) 1.6% 9.3% 16.5% 26.3% 122 248
BiLSTM-FL(undersampling) 0% 0% 2.1% 9.3% 247 421

BiLSTM-FL(resampling) 0% 3.6% 8.2% 12.4% 215 374
BiLSTM-FL(MSGen) 0% 3.6% 9.3% 17.0% 207 369

DeepFL(undersampling) 0% 3.6% 6.2% 18.6% 202 285
DeepFL(resampling) 1.6% 8.2% 15.5% 25.8% 137 243

DeepFL(MSGen) 1.6% 9.3% 17.0% 25.8% 131 239
FLUCCS(undersampling) 0% 5.4% 11.3% 15.5% 205 339

FLUCCS(resampling) 1.6% 9.3% 15.9% 24.9% 172 297
FLUCCS(MSGen) 1.6% 9.3% 17.0% 25.8% 159 288

ER5(undersampling) 0% 6.2% 8.2% 26.3% 251 439
ER5(resampling) 0% 7.7% 13.5% 25.4% 229 397

ER5(MSGen) 0% 7.7% 14.4% 27.3% 215 384
GP02(undersampling) 1.6% 15.5% 21.8% 38.3% 259 538

GP02(resampling) 2.6% 17.0% 23.2% 39.4% 218 472
GP02(MSGen) 2.6% 17.0% 23.2% 40.7% 221 476

GP03(undersampling) 3.1% 12.4% 16.1% 20.1% 202 347
GP03(resampling) 3.1% 14.4% 17.0% 21.1% 193 331

GP03(MSGen) 3.1% 15.5% 18.0% 21.1% 197 326
Dstar(undersampling) 3.1% 19.1% 24.2% 38.7% 255 361

Dstar(resampling) 3.6% 23.2% 29.4% 43.0% 226 321
Dstar(MSGen) 3.6% 23.2% 31.4% 46.9% 219 317

ER1’(undersampling) 3.1% 18.6% 23.20% 37.1% 247 383
ER1’(resampling) 3.6% 22.2% 27.3% 40.7% 226 343

ER1’(MSGen) 3.6% 22.2% 28.9% 41.2% 221 335
GP19(undersampling) 3.1% 9.3% 14.5% 23.3% 259 404

GP19(resampling) 3.1% 11.9% 21.1% 25.8% 246 375
GP19(MSGen) 3.1% 11.9% 22.2% 27.3% 231 365

Ochiai(undersampling) 1.6% 18.6% 20.6% 34.5% 231 374
Ochiai(resampling) 2.6% 22.1% 29.4% 35.2% 194 327

Ochiai(MSGen) 2.6% 22.2% 29.4% 38.7% 187 289

(a) RImp on fault localization approaches.

(b) RImp on subject programs.
Fig. 5. RImp comparison of MSGen over undersampling.

RImp distribution Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the RImp scores of

MSGen over undersampling and resampling respectively. We

can observe that the RImp scores are less than 100%, meaning

that the improvement of using MSGen on fault localization

is larger than that of undersampling and resampling. Over-

all, when using the three data optimization approaches (i.e.,
MSGen, undersampling, and resampling) for fault localization,

MSGen obtains an average saving of 28.16% and 21.47% over

undersampling and resampling, respectively. In comparison to
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undersampling and resampling, MSGen is significantly more

effective to improve fault localization.

TABLE VI
WILCOXON-SIGNED-RANK TEST OF MSGEN OVER UNDERSAMPLING.

Comparison on fault localization approaches Result Comparison on fault localization approaches Result
BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 14(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)MLP-FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

CNN-FL(MSGen) vs CNN-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 13(92.9%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 1(7.1%)BiLSTM-FL(MSGen) vs BiLSTM-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

DeepFL(MSGen) vs DeepFL
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 7(50%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 7(50%)FLUCCS(MSGen) vs FLUCCS
WORSE 0(0%)

ER5(MSGen) vs ER5
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 10(71.4%) BETTER 10(71.4%)
SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 4(28.6%)GP02(MSGen) vs GP02
WORSE 2(14.3%)

GP03(MSGen) vs GP03
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 7(50%) BETTER 5(35.7%)
SIMILAR 5(35.7%) SIMILAR 7(50%)Dstar(MSGen) vs Dstar
WORSE 2(14.3%)

ER1’(MSGen) vs ER1’
WORSE 2(14.3%)

BETTER 9(64.3%) BETTER 6(42.9%)
SIMILAR 5(35.7%) SIMILAR 7(50%)GP19(MSGen) vs GP19
WORSE 0(0%)

Ochiai(MSGen) vs Ochiai
WORSE 1(7.1%)

Comparison on subject programs Result Comparison on subject programs Result
BETTER 8(66.7%) BETTER 5(41.7%)
SIMILAR 4(33.3%) SIMILAR 7(58.3%)gzip(MSGen) vs gzip
WORSE 0(0%)

libtiff(MSGen) vs libtiff
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(75%) BETTER 8(66.7%)
SIMILAR 3(25%) SIMILAR 4(33.3%)lang(MSGen) vs lang
WORSE 0(0%)

closure(MSGen) vs closure
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(75%) BETTER 8(66.7%)
SIMILAR 3(25%) SIMILAR 4(33.3%)python(MSGen) vs python
WORSE 0(0%)

space(MSGen) vs space
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 9(75%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 2(16.7%)chart(MSGen) vs chart
WORSE 0(0%)

math(MSGen) vs math
WORSE 1(8.3%)

BETTER 11(91.7%) BETTER 10(83.3%)
SIMILAR 1(8.3%) SIMILAR 2(16.7%)mockito(MSGen) vs mockito
WORSE 0(0%)

time(MSGen) vs time
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 8(66.7%) BETTER 8(66.7%)
SIMILAR 3(25%) SIMILAR 4(33.3%)nanoxml v1(MSGen) vs nanoxml v1
WORSE 1(8.3%)

nanoxml v2(MSGen) vs nanoxml v2
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 7(58.3%) BETTER 9(75%)
SIMILAR 5(41.7%) SIMILAR 3(25%)nanoxml v3(MSGen) vs nanoxml v3
WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v5(MSGen) vs nanoxml v5
WORSE 0(0%)

Statistical comparison Table VI and Table VII summarize

the statistical results of MSGen over undersampling and re-

sampling, respectively. Take MLP-FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL

and gzip(MSGen) vs gzip in Talbe VI as the examples. In

case of MLP-FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL, when applying MSGen

and undersampling to MLP-FL, MSGen obtain 14 BETTER

results over undersampling on 14 out of 14 (14/14=100%)

subject programs, 0 (0/14=0%) SIMILAR, and 0(0/14=%)

WORSE results. In case of gzip(MSGen) vs gzip, when

locating the faults of the program gzip by applying MSGen

and undersampling, MSGen obtains 8 BETTER results over

undersampling on 8 out of 12 (8/12=66.7%) fault localization

(a) RImp on fault localization approaches.

(b) RImp on subject programs.
Fig. 6. RImp comparison of MSGen over resampling.

TABLE VII
WILCOXON-SIGNED-RANK TEST OF MSGEN OVER RESAMPLING.

Comparison on fault localization approaches Result Comparison on fault localization approaches Result
BETTER 12(85.7%) BETTER 11(78.6%)
SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 2(14.3%)MLP-FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

CNN-FL(MSGen) vs CNN-FL
WORSE 1(7.1%)

BETTER 13(92.9%) BETTER 10(71.4%)
SIMILAR 1(7.1%) SIMILAR 4(28.6%)BiLSTM-FL(MSGen) vs BiLSTM-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

DeepFL(MSGen) vs DeepFL
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(85.7%) BETTER 5(35.7%)
SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 9(64.3%)FLUCCS(MSGen) vs FLUCCS
WORSE 0(0%)

ER5(MSGen) vs ER5
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(64.3%) BETTER 7(50%)
SIMILAR 4(28.6%) SIMILAR 5(35.7%)GP02(MSGen) vs GP02
WORSE 1(7.1%)

GP03(MSGen) vs GP03
WORSE 2(14.3%)

BETTER 8(57.1%) BETTER 5(35.7%)
SIMILAR 6(42.9%) SIMILAR 9(64.3%)Dstar(MSGen) vs Dstar
WORSE 0(0%)

ER1’(MSGen) vs ER1’
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(64.3%) BETTER 4(28.6%)
SIMILAR 5(35.7%) SIMILAR 10(71.4%)GP19(MSGen) vs GP19
WORSE 0(0%)

Ochiai(MSGen) vs Ochiai
WORSE 0(0%)

Comparison on subject programs Result Comparison on subject programs Result
BETTER 7(58.3%) BETTER 5(41.7%)
SIMILAR 5(41.7%) SIMILAR 7(58.3%)gzip(MSGen) vs gzip
WORSE 0(0%)

libtiff(MSGen) vs libtiff
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 5(41.7%) BETTER 6(50%)
SIMILAR 7(58.3%) SIMILAR 6(50%)lang(MSGen) vs lang
WORSE 0(0%)

closure(MSGen) vs closure
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 3(25%) BETTER 9(75%)
SIMILAR 9(75%) SIMILAR 3(25%)python(MSGen) vs python
WORSE 0(0%)

space(MSGen) vs space
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 8(66.7%) BETTER 10(83.3%)
SIMILAR 4(33.3%) SIMILAR 2(16.7%)chart(MSGen) vs chart
WORSE 0(0%)

math(MSGen) vs math
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 11(91.7%) BETTER 7(58.3%)
SIMILAR 1(8.3%) SIMILAR 5(41.7%)mockito(MSGen) vs mockito
WORSE 0(0%)

time(MSGen) vs time
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 8(66.7%) BETTER 9(75%)
SIMILAR 4(33.3%) SIMILAR 3(25%)nanoxml v1(MSGen) vs nanoxml v1
WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v2(MSGen) vs nanoxml v2
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 6(50%) BETTER 9(75%)
SIMILAR 6(50%) SIMILAR 3(25%)nanoxml v3(MSGen) vs nanoxml v3
WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v5(MSGen) vs nanoxml v5
WORSE 0(0%)

approaches, 4 SIMILAR results on 4 out of 12 (4/12=33.3%)

localization approaches, and 0 (0/12=0%) results.

Overall, compared with undersampling, MSGen has 244

BETTER results (244/336= 72.62%), 83 SIMILAR results

(83/336=24.70%), and 9 WORSE results (9/308=2.68%); com-

pared with resampling, MSGen has 208 BETTER results

(208/336= 61.91%), 124 SIMILAR results (124/336=36.90%),

and 4 WORSE results (4/336=1.19%).

V. DISCUSSION

A. Why MSGen Is Effective?

TABLE VIII
WILCOXON-SIGNED-RANK TEST OF MSGEN OVER MSGEN WITHOUT

PRESERVING THE COMMON FEATURES.

Comparison on fault localization approaches Result Comparison on fault localization approaches Result
BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 14(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)MLP-FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

CNN-FL(MSGen) vs CNN-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 14(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)BiLSTM-FL(MSGen) vs BiLSTM-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

DeepFL(MSGen) vs DeepFL
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 14(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)FLUCCS(MSGen) vs FLUCCS
WORSE 0(0%)

ER5(MSGen) vs ER5
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 14(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)GP02(MSGen) vs GP02
WORSE 0(0%)

GP03(MSGen) vs GP03
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 14(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)Dstar(MSGen) vs Dstar
WORSE 0(0%)

ER1’(MSGen) vs ER1’
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 14(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)GP19(MSGen) vs GP19
WORSE 0(0%)

Ochiai(MSGen) vs Ochiai
WORSE 0(0%)

Comparison on subject programs Result Comparison on subject programs Result
BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 12(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)gzip(MSGen) vs gzip
WORSE 0(0%)

libtiff(MSGen) vs libtiff
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 12(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)lang(MSGen) vs lang
WORSE 0(0%)

closure(MSGen) vs closure
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 12(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)python(MSGen) vs python
WORSE 0(0%)

space(MSGen) vs space
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 12(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)chart(MSGen) vs chart
WORSE 0(0%)

math(MSGen) vs math
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 12(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)mockito(MSGen) vs mockito
WORSE 0(0%)

time(MSGen) vs time
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 12(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)nanoxml v1(MSGen) vs nanoxml v1
WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v2(MSGen) vs nanoxml v2
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 12(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)nanoxml v3(MSGen) vs nanoxml v3
WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v5(MSGen) vs nanoxml v5
WORSE 0(0%)

The prior work [30] has shown the data covering the com-

mon features of all failing tests (i.e., minimum suspicious set)

are beneficial (or safe) for fault localization, where a minimum

suspicious set is defined as those statements executed by

all failing tests. SBFL and DLFL share a similar idea that

when a statement occurs in a failing test, its suspiciousness
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increases; while the statement occurs in a passing test, its

suspiciousness decreases. Their difference is that DLFL uses

neural networks while SBFL utilizes statistical correlation

coefficients to implement a similar idea. It is intuitive that

a faulty statement should be executed to cause a failure and

the faulty statement should generally be in the minimum

suspicious set except some cases like multiple faults. If a

synthesized model-domain failing test sample covers the mini-

mum suspicious set, it usually covers the faulty statement, and

thus the suspiciousness of the faulty statement should increase.

Thus, MSGen uses the minimum variability of minority class

feature space to produce synthesized model-domain failing test

samples, i.e., it preserves the common features of all model-

domain failing test samples, namely the minimum suspicious

set. If we use MSGen without preserving the common features

(i.e., without covering the minimum suspicious set), MSGen

should significantly outperform the one without preserving the

common features.

Table VIII shows the statistical results of the comparison

between MSGen and MSGen without preserving the common

features. The statistical comparison uses the Wilcoxon-Signed-

Rank test at the σ level of 0.05. As shown in Table VIII,

MSGen obtains all BETTER results over the one without

preserving the common features in all 12 fault localization

approaches and 14 subject programs, indicating that preserving

the common features is the key factor of why MSGen is

effective.

B. Effect of Passing Tests on FL Effectiveness

It is natural to raise a question on why MSGen considers

the distance (i.e., Euclidean distance [45]) of the existing

model-domain failing test samples only. If we produce those

synthesized samples by maximizing the distance from the

existing model-domain passing test samples, it is reasonable to

fix these synthesized samples as a failing label since they are

far from the existing passing samples. Therefore, we compare

MSGen with the two approaches using Euclidean distance

of passing tests. One approach (denoted as MaxP) produces

synthesized model-domain failing test samples by maximizing

the distance from the existing model-domain passing test

samples; the other one (denoted as MinF+MaxP) produces

synthesized model-domain failing test samples by minimizing

the distance from the existing model-domain failing test sam-

ples and meanwhile maximizing the distance from the existing

model-domain passing test samples.

Tables IX and X show the statistical results of the compar-

ison of MSGen over MaxP and MinF+MaxP respectively. The

statistical comparison uses the Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank test at

the σ level of 0.05. As shown in the tables, MSGen obtains

BETTER results in most fault localization approaches and

these subject programs, and no WORSE results, indicating

that MSGen is more effective than MaxP and MinF+MaxP.

For failing tests, their executions can always include the faulty

statement. In contrast, for passing tests, their executions cannot

be guaranteed to be free of a faulty statement, leading to a

coincidental correctness problem [30]. If we consider the dis-

TABLE IX
WILCOXON-SIGNED-RANK TEST OF MSGEN OVER MAXP.

Comparison on fault localization approaches Result Comparison on fault localization approaches Result
BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 14(100%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 0(0%)MLP-FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

CNN-FL(MSGen) vs CNN-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 13(92.9%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 1(7.1%)BiLSTM-FL(MSGen) vs BiLSTM-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

DeepFL(MSGen) vs DeepFL
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 10(71.4%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 4(28.6%)FLUCCS(MSGen) vs CNN-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

ER5(MSGen) vs ER5
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 13(92.9%) BETTER 10(71.4%)
SIMILAR 1(7.1%) SIMILAR 4(28.6%)GP02(MSGen) vs GP02
WORSE 0(0%)

GP03(MSGen) vs GP03
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(64.3%) BETTER 7(50%)
SIMILAR 5(35.7%) SIMILAR 7(50%)Dstar(MSGen) vs Dstar
WORSE 0(0%)

ER1’(MSGen) vs ER1’
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 10(71.4%) BETTER 8(42.9%)
SIMILAR 4(28.6%) SIMILAR 6(50%)GP19(MSGen) vs GP19
WORSE 0(0%)

Ochiai(MSGen) vs Ochiai
WORSE 0(0%)

Comparison on subject programs Result Comparison on subject programs Result
BETTER 9(75%) BETTER 9(75%)
SIMILAR 3(25%) SIMILAR 3(25%)gzip(MSGen) vs gzip
WORSE 0(0%)

libtiff(MSGen) vs libtiff
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 11(91.7%) BETTER 9(75%)
SIMILAR 1(8.3%) SIMILAR 3(25%)lang(MSGen) vs lang
WORSE 0(0%)

closure(MSGen) vs closure
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 11(91.7%) BETTER 11(91.7%)
SIMILAR 1(8.3%) SIMILAR 1(8.3%)python(MSGen) vs python
WORSE 0(0%)

space(MSGen) vs space
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 11(91.7%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 1(8.3%)chart(MSGen) vs chart
WORSE 0(0%)

math(MSGen) vs math
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 9(89.8%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 2(18.2%)mockito(MSGen) vs mockito
WORSE 0(0%)

time(MSGen) vs time
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(75%) BETTER 11(91.7%)
SIMILAR 3(25%) SIMILAR 1(8.3%)nanoxml v1(MSGen) vs nanoxml v1
WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v2(MSGen) vs nanoxml v2
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(75%) BETTER 11(91.7%)
SIMILAR 3(25%) SIMILAR 1(8.3%)nanoxml v3(MSGen) vs nanoxml v3
WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v5(MSGen) vs nanoxml v5
WORSE 0(0%)

TABLE X
WILCOXON-SIGNED-RANK TEST OF MSGEN OVER MINF+MAXP.

Comparison on fault localization approaches Result Comparison on fault localization approaches Result
BETTER 13(92.9%) BETTER 11(78.6%)
SIMILAR 1(7.1%) SIMILAR 3(21.4%)MLP-FL(MSGen) vs MLP-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

CNN-FL(MSGen) vs CNN-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 14(100%) BETTER 10(71.4%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 4(28.6%)BiLSTM-FL(MSGen) vs BiLSTM-FL
WORSE 0(0%)

DeepFL(MSGen) vs DeepFL
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 11(78.6%) BETTER 9(64.3%)
SIMILAR 3(21.4%) SIMILAR 5(35.7%)FLUCCS(MSGen) vs FLUCCS
WORSE 0(0%)

ER5(MSGen) vs ER5
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(64.3%) BETTER 8(57.1%)
SIMILAR 5(35.7%) SIMILAR 6(42.9%)GP02(MSGen) vs GP02
WORSE 0(0%)

GP03(MSGen) vs GP03
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 8(57.1%) BETTER 8(57.1%)
SIMILAR 6(42.9%) SIMILAR 6(42.9%)Dstar(MSGen) vs Dstar
WORSE 0(0%)

ER1’(MSGen) vs ER1’
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 11(78.6%) BETTER 7(50%)
SIMILAR 3(21.4%) SIMILAR 7(50%)GP19(MSGen) vs GP19
WORSE 0(0%)

Ochiai(MSGen) vs Ochiai
WORSE 0(0%)

Comparison on subject programs Result Comparison on subject programs Result
BETTER 9(75%) BETTER 8(66.7%)
SIMILAR 3(25%) SIMILAR 4(33.3%)gzip(MSGen) vs gzip
WORSE 0(0%)

libtiff(MSGen) vs libtiff
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 7(58.3%) BETTER 8(66.7%)
SIMILAR 5(41.7%) SIMILAR 4(33.3%)lang(MSGen) vs lang
WORSE 0(0%)

closure(MSGen) vs closure
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 6(50%) BETTER 11(91.7%)
SIMILAR 6(50%) SIMILAR 1(8.3%)python(MSGen) vs python
WORSE 0(0%)

space(MSGen) vs space
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(75%) BETTER 11(91.7%)
SIMILAR 3(25%) SIMILAR 1(8.3%)chart(MSGen) vs chart
WORSE 0(0%)

math(MSGen) vs math
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 12(100%) BETTER 9(75%)
SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 3(25%)mockito(MSGen) vs mockito
WORSE 0(0%)

time(MSGen) vs time
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 9(75%) BETTER 11(91.7%)
SIMILAR 3(25%) SIMILAR 1(8.3%)nanoxml v1(MSGen) vs nanoxml v1
WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v2(MSGen) vs nanoxml v2
WORSE 0(0%)

BETTER 8(66.7%) BETTER 11(91.7%)
SIMILAR 4(33.3%) SIMILAR 1(8.3%)nanoxml v3(MSGen) vs nanoxml v3
WORSE 0(0%)

nanoxml v5(MSGen) vs nanoxml v5
WORSE 0(0%)

tance of passing tests, the coincidental correctness problem can

cause new samples to be far away from the faulty statement.

This is why our approach significantly outperforms MaxP and

MinF+MaxP, and does not consider passing tests to avoid the

threat caused by the coincidental correctness problem.

C. Effect of Balanced Tests on FL Effectiveness

Many studies have found that a class-balanced test suite

is useful for fault localization [12], [21]. We use MSGen

to generate different ratios of model-level failing tests to

verify whether balanced tests are better than unbalanced ones

for fault localization. Specifically, we use the ratio θ =
Pnum/Fnum, where Pnum and Fnum denote the number

of passing tests and the number of failing tests. We generate

different test suites with θ = 0.5, 1 and 1.5. Table XI shows the

statistical results of MSGen with different ratios. The results

show that MSGen obtains most BETTER results with balanced

tests, i.e., balanced tests are better than unbalanced ones for

fault localization.
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TABLE XI
STATISTICAL RESULTS ON MSGEN USING DIFFERENT RATIOS.

Comparison on fault localization approaches

(θ = 1) vs (θ = 1.5) Result (θ = 1) vs (θ = 0.5) Result

MLP-FL
BETTER 10(71.4%)

MLP-FL
BETTER 11(78.6%)

SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 0(0%)
WORSE 2(14.3%) WORSE 3(21.4%)

CNN-FL
BETTER 9(64.3%)

CNN-FL
BETTER 10(71.4%)

SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 2(14.3%)
WORSE 3(21.4%) WORSE 2(14.3%)

BiLSTM-FL
BETTER 9(64.3%)

BiLSTM-FL
BETTER 10(71.4%)

SIMILAR 3(21.4%) SIMILAR 1(7.1%)
WORSE 2(14.3%) WORSE 3(21.4%)

DeepFL
BETTER 11(78.6%)

DeepFL
BETTER 10(71.4%)

SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 2(14.3%)
WORSE 1(7.1%) WORSE 2(14.3%)

FLUCCS
BETTER 10(71.4%)

FLUCCS
BETTER 11(78.6%)

SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 1(7.1%)
WORSE 2(14.3%) WORSE 2(14.3%)

ER5
BETTER 9(64.3%)

ER5
BETTER 9(64.3%)

SIMILAR 1(7.1%) SIMILAR 3(21.4%)
WORSE 4(28.6%) WORSE 2(14.3%)

GP02
BETTER 7(50%)

GP02
BETTER 9(64.3%)

SIMILAR 4(28.6%) SIMILAR 1(7.1%)
WORSE 3(21.4%) WORSE 4(28.6%)

GP03
BETTER 10(71.4%)

GP03
BETTER 9(64.3%)

SIMILAR 0(0%) SIMILAR 2(14.3%)
WORSE 4(28.6%) WORSE 3(21.4%)

Dstar
BETTER 9(64.3%)

Dstar
BETTER 10(71.4%)

SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 2(14.3%)
WORSE 3(21.4%) WORSE 2(14.3%)

ER1’
BETTER 11(78.6%)

ER1’
BETTER 9(64.3%)

SIMILAR 2(14.3%) SIMILAR 3(21.4%)
WORSE 1(7.1%) WORSE 2(14.3%)

GP19
BETTER 10(71.4%)

GP19
BETTER 11(78.6%)

SIMILAR 3(21.4%) SIMILAR 2(14.3%)
WORSE 1(7.1%) WORSE 1(7.1%)

Ochiai
BETTER 7(50%)

BiLSTM-FL
BETTER 8(57.1%)

SIMILAR 4(28.6%) SIMILAR 2(14.3%)
WORSE 3(21.4%) WORSE 4(28.6%)

D. Threats to Validity

Our experiments use deep learning-based fault localization

approaches, meaning that the fault localization results are not

the same given different training times. That drawback is

caused by the characteristic of neural networks. To make the

results more reliable, we followed the convention by repeating

the fault localization process, i.e., we computed ten times and

used the average score as the results for the experimental study.

Our approach uses the minimum suspicious set which is de-

rived from the existing state-of-the-art localization approaches.

It may not hold in some cases where these localization

approaches suffer from, e.g., multiple faults. This limitation of

the existing localization approaches will affect our approach.

We can apply the clustering technology (e.g., [51]) to alleviate

the problem via transforming the context of multiple faults into

that of single faults.

Another threat is the subject programs. Although we adopt

the widely used subject programs, there are still many un-

known and complicated factors in real debugging that could

affect the experiment results. Thus, it is worthwhile to use

more large-sized programs to further strengthen the experi-

mental results.

VI. RELATED WORK

In the field of machine learning and fault localization,

the class proportion of datasets has been widely studied.

Wong et al. [52] show that the class imbalance phenomenon

of datasets has an influence on the efficacy of classification.

Japkowizc and Shaju [53] empirically find that the class imbal-

ance phenomenon of the training set causes a negative impact

to classification problems. Baudry et al. [28] conduct the

experiments and show that fewer test cases could achieve the

same fault localization effectiveness. Hao et al. [29] improve

the localization effectiveness by using test suite reduction

techniques. However, Yu et al. [54] suggest that test suite

reduction techniques may reduce the effectiveness of fault

localization. Gong et al. [20] conduct an experimental study

showing that the identical number of passing test cases and

the failing test cases is beneficial for fault localization. These

test generation approaches for fault localization rarely generate

failing tests, but instead optimize or generate passing tests

for fault localization. In contrast, our approach is to produce

failing test samples from the perspective of data synthesis,

rather than to optimize or generate passing tests for fault

localization. Furthermore, our approach is easier to produce

synthesized failing test samples from the model domain and

requires no execution of the synthesized data to obtain the

result label.

There are also several pieces of work focusing on failure

reproduction. Jin et al. [23] propose BugRedux, which collects

different types of execution data in the field and mimics the ob-

served field failures for F3 technique [22]. Soltani et al. [24],

[25] use search-based software testing for crash reproduction.

Bohme et al. [26] introduce a semi-automatic repair technique

LEARN2FIX, the first human-in-the-loop based on the user

who is reporting a bug is available. Gabin et al. [27] propose

QFID, which augments the failing test cases with automat-

ically generated test data and elicit oracles from a human

developer to label the test cases. Although the reproducing

failure are real failing ones, they are difficult to generate

enough number of test cases to solve the imbalance problem

for fault localization due to the large computing cost and high

complexity (e.g., symbolic execution and manual inspection).

Unlike these approaches, we seek a different perspective and

a simple way to address the class imbalance problem from the

model-domain rather than the input-domain.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose MSGen which generates syn-

thesized test samples from the model domain, rather than

generating real tests from the input domain, to improve fault

localization. MSGen identifies the nearest neighbors from the

existing model-domain failing test samples, and computes the

difference between each failing test and its one nearest neigh-

bor to generate new synthesized model-domain test samples.

The experimental results on 12 state-of-the-art fault localiza-

tion and two data optimization approaches show that MSGen

can significantly improve fault localization effectiveness with

up to 51.22%.

In future, we plan to extend our approach MSGen to the

multiple-fault scenario. We also plan to explore more on model

domain for synthesized test generation.
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